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To knit this file, you need an accompanying file, ss_hdr.tex. That is rendered necessary by
one of the settings for knitr that I have used:

knitr::opts_chunk$set(comment=NA, error=T, cache=T, autodep=T,
fig.pos="H") # prevent "floating" of figures

Here are the library-loading lines:

library("litdata")
library("dplyr")
library("tidyr")

Ply the trade

txl <- read.csv("three-percent.csv", as.is=T, encoding="UTF-8")
txl <- txl %>% filter(Year < 2015) %>% rename(Language=Lanuage)

Prolific publishers by genre

txl %>% group_by(Genre, Publisher) %>% # note double-grouping
summarize(count=n()) %>%
arrange(desc(count)) %>%
top_n(3, count)

Source: local data frame [6 x 3]
Groups: Genre

Genre Publisher count
1 Fiction Dalkey Archive 181
2 Fiction AmazonCrossing 121
3 Fiction Europa Editions 93
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4 Poetry Zephyr Press 28
5 Poetry White Pine 23
6 Poetry Ugly Duckling 20

top_n does not sort the results: you have to arrange as well (you can do these operations
in either order: why?).

Publishers per year

txl %>% group_by(Year) %>%
summarize(n_publishers=n_distinct(Publisher))

Source: local data frame [7 x 2]

Year n_publishers
1 2008 143
2 2009 143
3 2010 136
4 2011 146
5 2012 161
6 2013 195
7 2014 194

Prolific translators

First we’ll create a copy of txl with the translators’ full names as a new column. At the same
time we have to clean up entries with missing or otherwise aberrant translator information:

txl_fullnames <- txl %>%
filter(TranslatorLN != "??", TranslatorLN != "various",

TranslatorLN != "Various") %>%
mutate(translator_fullname=str_c(TranslatorLN, ", ", TranslatorFN))

[Edited, 4/20/15. The earlier version missed twelve rows translated by Various instead of
various.] Now we pick out prolific translators by full name:

txl_fullnames %>%
group_by(translator_fullname) %>%
summarize(count=n()) %>%
arrange(desc(count)) %>%
top_n(5, count)
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Source: local data frame [5 x 2]

translator_fullname count
1 Curtis, Howard 35
2 Anderson, Alison 25
3 Bell, Anthea 25
4 Costa, Margaret Jull 24
5 Shugaar, Antony 24

Multi-press translators

We want the proportion of translators with more than one title to their name who publish
with more than one press. So first we take txl_fullnames, again grouping by the full name,
and filter out entries with translators who have one only title in the dataset.

multi_trans_titles <- txl_fullnames %>%
group_by(translator_fullname) %>%
filter(n() > 1)

N.B. Each row of multi_trans still represents a single title, not a translator. The filtering
operation takes account of the grouping, but it does not collapse the groups into single
rows. Now we want one Boolean value for each translator, multi_pub, which is TRUE if that
translator has more than one publisher. This step, which uses summarize, does derive a
table with one row per (multi-titled) translator:

translators_multi <- multi_trans_titles %>%
summarize(multi_pub=n_distinct(Publisher) > 1)

Make sure you understand why multi_pub is a Boolean value, and why we’ve used summarize
and not filter at this step. Because of the way we created multi_trans_titles, it is
already grouped by translator_fullname here.
Finally, we calculate the percentage:

sum(translators_multi$multi_pub) / nrow(translators_multi) * 100

[1] 68.75

If we are really obsessed with using dplyr, we can cast this as a further summarize operation:

translators_multi %>%
summarize(percent_multi_pub=100 * mean(multi_pub))
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Source: local data frame [1 x 1]

percent_multi_pub
1 68.75

We’ve seen this trick with mean before: the logical vector multi_pub is converted to a vector
of 1s and 0s, and the mean of that vector is the same as the proportion of TRUE values in
the original. If you wanted to be less tricky, you could write this as follows, in a way that
should look more familiar:

translators_multi %>%
summarize(percent_multi_pub=100 * length(which(multi_pub)) / n())

Source: local data frame [1 x 1]

percent_multi_pub
1 68.75

Tidying (with exercises)

cites <- read.csv("wok90s-journals.csv", as.is=T, quote='"',
encoding="UTF-8")

Pare down columns (exercise)

This exercise is just a long select:

cites_items <- cites %>%
select(Title, Authors, Source.Title, Publication.Year, X1990:X2014)

X1990:X2014 means all the columns from X1990 to X2014 (think of it as an abstract sequence
of columns). The X, incidentally, arises because the original CSV file has column headers
that are just years: 1990, 1991, and so on. When read.csv loads a file with columns like
that, it puts an X before the number to make it obvious that you are talking about a name
and not a number. That means you can write expressions like cites$X1990; cites$1990
would generate an error message.
The verification step:
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all(colnames(cites_items) == c(
"Title",
"Authors",
"Source.Title",
"Publication.Year",
str_c("X", 1990:2014))

)

[1] TRUE

Eventually, of course, we’ll want to represent those years as proper years, and not as Xnnnn.

Make it tidy (exercise)

Now we use gather from tidyr to transform cites_items into a data frame cites_counts
with the following columns:

cites_counts <- gather(cites_items, key="year", value="citation_count",
-Title, -Authors, -Source.Title, -Publication.Year)

This means we will keep the metadata rows, but we are going to add one new row for each
former year column. Each column header becomes a year value, and the former values in
the given year column become citation_count values.
It’s possible to save a little typing by writing another of those abstract column sequences:

cites_counts <- gather(cites_items, key="year", value="citation_count",
-(Title:Publication.Year))

I won’t include any rows from cites_counts in this document because it doesn’t fit nicely
on a page without some trimming of the Source.Title fields. (One could also do some
fancier xtable footwork too.)
We want to reformat the year column:

cites_counts <- cites_counts %>%
mutate(year=str_sub(year, 2, 5))

For the test calculation, I trim those messy journal titles:
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cites_counts %>%
rename(journal=Source.Title) %>%
mutate(journal=gsub("-.*$", "", journal)) %>% # clean up journal names
group_by(journal, year) %>%
summarize(yearly_cites=sum(citation_count)) %>% # total cites per year
summarize(hot_year=year[which.max(yearly_cites)],

hot_cites=max(yearly_cites)) # find year when most cited

Source: local data frame [5 x 3]

journal hot_year hot_cites
1 BOUNDARY 2 2013 79
2 ELH 2009 109
3 MODERN FICTION STUDIES 2013 34
4 NEW LITERARY HISTORY 2013 122
5 PMLA 2011 124

One more higher-order function (optional)

reduce <- function (f, xss, initial) {
result <- initial
for (xs in xss) { # xss is made of many xs

result <- f(result, xs)
}
result

}

Reduce to the simpler case (optional exercise)

A function that gives the overall sum of a list of numeric vectors in terms of reduce:

sum_list <- function (xss) {
reduce(function (acc, xs) { acc + sum(xs) },

xss, initial=0)
}

sum_list(list(1:10, 1:100, 1:1000))

[1] 505605

acc is so called because it is the accumulated value. It starts at initial=0 and gets updated
each time through the for loop in the definition of reduce.
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One-liner (optional exercise)

lst <- list(1:10, 1:100, 1:1000)

sum_list <- function (xss) sum(sapply(xss, sum))
sum_list(lst)

[1] 505605

We can’t use lapply, because that would give us a list with the sums of each element of xss.
sapply returns the same information in a vector, which we can sum over.
An even simpler solution might have occurred to you:

sum_list <- function (xss) sum(unlist(xss))
sum_list(lst)

[1] 505605

Just to be pedagogically interesting about it, I note that unlist(xss) could itself be repli-
cated with an application of reduce where the reducing function is c:

unlistify <- function (xss) reduce(c, xss, initial=c())
sum(unlistify(lst))

[1] 505605

Discussion (optional)

What is the relationship between reduce and the summarize function from dplyr? Concep-
tually they are very similar. However, summarize operates over rows, whereas if you tried
to apply the given definition of reduce to a data frame you’d be operating over columns
(because a data frame is also a list of its columns). So you have to imagine first constructing
a list of single-row data frames and then reduceing that.
summarize also, as you recall, doesn’t take a function parameter; it takes an expression in
terms of the column names. This is only superficially different from specifying a function
whose parameters are the columns.
summarize is not meant to be iterative: it’s meant to take all the rows of the table and
reduce them to one at a single go. This is more efficient, but more limited, than reduce,
which could do something different at each step of the reduction. However, a sufficiently
elaborate summarize could accomplish the same thing.
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summarize respects the grouping of its input data frame. This is the special functionality
of dplyr at work. It would take extra code to do something similar using reduce (instead
of accumulating a single value, you would be accumulating a bunch of rows, one for each
group).

Visualization supplement

The ggplot2 package has two basic plot functions, qplot and ggplot. The former is really a
shortcut for expressions with the latter. I prefer ggplot, but if you read through Wickham’s
chapter on qplot and play around with the examples, you will be getting a good feel for the
system, and the switch to ggplot expressions is not too big a deal. Just to exemplify this,
I wanted to show how the plots from the homework notes can be expressed with ggplot.
In general, if you write

qplot(x=x_var, y=y_var, data=frm, geom="xyz", ...)

You can also write

ggplot(frm, aes(x=x_var, y=y_var)) + geom_xyz()

Languages versus titles

My original notes had:

langs_titles <- txl %>%
group_by(Publisher) %>%
summarize(titles=n(), langs=n_distinct(Language))

qplot(x=titles, y=langs, data=langs_titles, geom="point")

Equivalently:

ggplot(langs_titles, aes(x=titles, y=langs)) +
geom_point()
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Simple comparison of the two genres

My original notes had:

qplot(x=Genre, data=txl, geom="bar")

Equivalently:

ggplot(txl, aes(x=Genre)) + geom_bar()
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Remember that geom_bar implicitly also means using stat_bin().
This is not really a responsible way to show the comparison. If you make a plot that only
shows two numbers, a printed table would probably be better. To make one, we have to do
the tallying ourselves:

library(xtable)
txl %>% group_by(Genre) %>% summarize(count=n()) %>%

mutate(percent=count / sum(count) * 100) %>%
mutate(percent=str_c(round(percent), "%")) %>% # polish for output
mutate(Genre=tolower(Genre)) %>%
rename(genre=Genre, # nicer column names

"titles published"=count,
"proportion"=percent) %>%

print_tabular(alignment="lrr")

genre titles published proportion
fiction 2466 82%
poetry 555 18%

(This also demonstrates the print_tabular function I have added to the litdata package.)
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Yearly totals on a line

My original notes had:

yearly_totals <- txl %>%
group_by(Year) %>%
summarize(count=n())

qplot(x=Year, y=count, data=yearly_totals, geom="line",
group=1)

Equivalently:

ggplot(yearly_totals, aes(x=Year, y=count, group=1)) +
geom_line()
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The group=1 aesthetic mapping is a little subtle. There is no 1 in the yearly_totals data
frame. When you do this, ggplot assumes you are creating a constant mapping instead of a
variable one. That works fine in this case, but what if you decide you want to set an aesthetic
parameter to a specific value? The following doesn’t work the way you might think:
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ggplot(yearly_totals, aes(x=Year, y=count,
group=1, color="blue")) +

geom_line()
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What happens here is that the aesthetic color is indeed mapped to the single value "blue",
but then the default discrete color scale for a single color uses…red! It turns out that if you
specify aesthetics as named parameters to the geom (without enclosing them in aes(...)),
you can specify constant mappings. Here is an example with a fixed color and transparency:

ggplot(yearly_totals, aes(x=Year, y=count,
group=1)) +

geom_line(color="blue", alpha=0.5)
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It’s gratuitous here, but I also often set the transparency alpha this way when I have a lot
of overplotted data to look at.

Genre lines

My original notes had:

yearly_genres <- txl %>%
group_by(Year, Genre) %>%
summarize(count=n())

qplot(x=Year, y=count, data=yearly_genres, geom="line",
group=Genre, color=Genre)

It should hardly surprise you that the equivalent is

ggplot(yearly_genres, aes(x=Year, y=count,
group=Genre, color=Genre)) +

geom_line()
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